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The Special Treatment Series consists of four books made to be go through or sent to someone the 3rd week, third
month, sixth month and eleventh month following a death. Book 2 Discovering Significance; That is the best way to let a
friend or loved one know they are in mind long after the funeral blossoms have faded. Book 1 Discovering Permission to
Grieve; They provide great comfort and mild wisdom for grieving individuals. Book 3 Finding Comfort; Reserve 4
Discovering Understanding; In addition to the four 24 page books the set comes with envelopes for mailing and an
archive card to keep an eye on when to send out each book.
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Great series for bereavement help This review would be what my wife explained. On recommendation I bought this - for
one person and . That they had one set of these books that they all love and wanted to read, so I bought several models
from you for my partner at hand out for use at her classes the first rung on the ladder in healing is to understand and
know you aren't alone. Very helpful and I wholeheartedly suggest these to anyone that has lost someone near them. Got
these books very quickly! sometimes, it is difficult to learn even one type of the books, but distributed as intended one
every 3 months for a yr, it is a very good tool to allow you to definitely work their way through probably the most
difficult first season of the grieving procedure. Perfect book to provide someone who is grieving My grief counselor had
provided me the first book out of this series. I learned that there were even more to the series so I bought the complete
lot. Short concise also to the point without having to be patronizing. It was very helpful. i keep buying these. Five Stars
Helpful dealing with lack of cherished one. The readings are short These are good. The readings are brief, which is what
you need when you are in deep grief, I found his more recent books deal somewhat morewith his wife's death, which he
will address initially. 4 books to submit differing times for a year..extremely thoughtful Amazing to send to those with
child loss. touches on your feelings and allows you to realize what you are going through is normal. Very helpful books!
These are super easy to read &. Wonderful, Fantastic Books!!! They helped me through a difficult time, and i get them in
models of 4-6 and share them with family and friends in similar circumstances. I would recommend these to anybody
who understands anyone who has lost someone you care about. Helped tremendously when I lost my parents Dec 2015.
These are great. My partner is a medical cultural employee who heads up a bereavement group for families that have
lost children... On recommendation I purchased this - for just one person and made a decision to read before sending. I
am today about to purchase a bucket load - so useful, and I've already apply, or rather stopped myself from placing into
practice some of these things which may be meant well, but are not helpful.
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